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THE GENERAL PECULIARITIES OF ANIMAL TELEMETRY

WILLIAM W. COCHRAN
Illinois Natural History Survey

Urbana, Illinois 61803

The design of optimal instrumentation for a particular biological study requires
consideration of a number of general factors such as portability, versatility, reliability,
cost, accuracy, operational simplicity, etc., as well as the specifications peculiar to the
particular kind of instrumentation. I will briefly discuss some of these in relation to
studies of animals in their natural environment wherein it has already been concluded
that radio or sonic telemetry offer the best instrumentation approach.

It is convenient to look at the problem of the biological researcher who must specify
instrumentation while being only vaguely aware of the many trade-offs involved. These
are primarily trade-offs between size-weight, life, range, and costs. Some of the early
studies of large animals such as bears required little sophistication since telemeter size-
weight was not critical. Now, however, it would seem wise to maximize the range-life-
reliability product for a given size-weight, even for elephants, and crucial to do so for the
much smaller animals.

It is axiomatic that the attachment of a telemeter to an animal will in some way affect the
animal, and further, that telemeter size-weight, shape, and method of attachment are
contributing factors. An animal may not be aware of an attached telemeter, but the
additional weight and accompanying shift in center-of-gravity require a change in
muscular response to achieve a given movement or stance. At the other extreme, an
animal may be of such a temperment that is greatly bothered by the presence of a
telemeter, however small. Thus, the research must seek a telemeter size-weight, shape,
and attachment to which the animal can physically and mentally adapt in a reasonably
short time. An ultra-conservative approach is precluded because specification of size-
weight will place limits on range, life, or cost. At one extreme the research is faced with
a bias which invalidates the observations and at the other with range or life which is
insufficient to make the desired observations. In general, as smaller animals are
considered these extremes converge until a point is reached where present technology
cannot meet all specifications at any cost. For example, butterflys are not amenable to
telemetric studies with present technology. The size-weight and attachment which are
tolerable to an animal are usually sought by trying various telemeters and looking for
anomalous behavior. The anomalies may be obvious as with a bird which cannot fly, or



subtle as with a fox which gives up defending its territory. The problem is often a
difficult one requiring keen intuition and acute observation on the part of the researcher.

Range is seldom fairly considered by the researcher, the tendency being to specify
greater than necessary range. As range is reduced the time required to locate an animal is
increased, but the relationship is not linear. For example, if the probability that a rabbit
will stay within a one km2 area is 0.95, average location time for rabbits will be only
slightly reduced by increasing telemeter range from 1/2 to 1 or even .100 km. Area
occupancy probabilities are seldom known, except within broad limits, particularly for
species which have received little attention. Thus, the researcher may find it expedient to
conduct some preliminary tests with whatever is conveniently available and to use the
results to determine realistic range specifications. Other factors to be considered include
the mobility of the observer as affected by roads, topography, vegetation, watercources,
etc., the number of animals to be studied simultaneously, and the desired frequency of
location. Although short range can be compensated for by more dollars in the form of
more observers working more hours and with perhaps more mobility, it must be
considered that this approach also leads to more disturbance of the subject animals. In
some cases the objective is to bring an observer into visual contact with the animal for
behavioral observations, in which case disturbance bias may be unavoidable.

The life required for a telemeter will vary greatly for different applications. Some
objectives may be served with a few days observations; however, the majority require
months or even years. One solution is to recapture the subject at intervals shorter than
the life of the telemeter and replace the telemeter or its batteries. Capture cost and effort
vary from species to species, eg., to recapture a particular wolf may cost $500, a mouse
only $1. Periodic recapture is a third type of bias which may or may not be important
depending on the period and the species.

Hardware, observer, recapture, overhead, and analysis costs are all interrelated with one
another and to the various specifications outlined above. Often, cash is scarce while
labor, through students or salaried persons, appears free. This often leads a researcher to
be very hardware costconscious and unconcerned about real costs. Hardware typically
represents about 5% of overall real cost making a 10% saving on hardware a 1/2%
overall saving, hardly worth any compromise in performance. The result of being penny
wise and pound foolish is usually a minor disaster for the researcher and a major disaster
for the subject animals.

To summarize, the researcher must seek optimal compromises between telemeter bias,
disturbance bias, and recapture bias each of which may affect the validity of the research.
These compromises are directly related to size-weight, range, and life trade-offs which
require engineering expertise. It is a rare researcher who is capable of handling these
trade-offs by himself since the relationships are complex, seldom linear, and dictated by



an alien theory and technology. Some interdisciplinary cooperation is essential. The
burden of communication falls most heavily on the telemetry specialist who is usually
better prepared to comprehend the basic aspects of a biological study than is the biologist
to understand the technical aspects of telemetry. A related problem which has plagued
numerous researchers is that they have no experience which enables them to distinguish
between a competent engineer and the far more numerous and available imposter, until
of course, it is too late.

The space allotted here is insufficient for a discussion of the technical aspects of animal-
telemetry systems in a manner appropriate to an audience of telemetry specialists.
Instead, I will finish by reviewing briefly what is and what is not “on the shelf” after the-
first dozen years of animal telemetry use and development.

Several institutions and small companies have become focal points for most of the
tracking telemetry being done and a typical supplier-user relationship has evolved which
includes the usual array of “canned” telemetric solutions. These, combined with an
increasing literature on the subject make telemetric studies of many of the common
animals available to researchers without the heavy development burdens described
above. However, for many species it may still be necessary for the researcher to decide
which, of a variety of specifications best fit his particular application or to make or
specify modifications and perhaps devise unique attachment methods. To this extent
most non-aquatic animals weighing more than 25 g are likely to be amenable telemetric
subjects whereas smaller animals and most aquatic animals pose special problems not
soluble with presently available “off the shelf” instrumentation.

Telemetry transmitters that are available commercially or described in the literature vary
from one to over a thousand grams, provide ranges from a fraction to tens of kilometers,
operate in the VHF or UHF frequency range, and have operational life from several to
several hundred days. Receiving equipment for a variety of applications is available
commercially. Similiar equipment is available for sonic or ultrasonic underwater
tracking. None of these offer anything new in an engineering sense since they represent a
tailoring of available technology to a particular application. Yet, this tailoring represents
a significant step inasmuch as (1) attention to detail is often the key to satisfactory
instrumentation and (2) the gap between what engineers scoffed at a dozen years ago as
“off the shelf” and what they were .actually able or willing to provide was a wide and
difficult gap to breach.

Much remains to be done, as usual. For one thing, a large part of what is available is
junk. Some of the equipment being marketed would be appropriate for a junior high
science fair. Some of the technical papers appearing in biological journals reflect only
the life-sciences training of the editor and referees. Without considering the apparent
problems represented by these abortive efforts, a number of very real problems remain.



For example, consider that out of a sample of 100 deer collars designed to operate for 48
months, about 70 will last between 9 and 15 months, 20 less than 9 months and only 10
more than 15 months. In most studies only a small percentage of malfunctioning
telemeters are ever recovered making it difficult to pin-point causes of failure. Of those
that are recovered premature battery failure ranks about equal to all other causes
combined. After many years experience with this problem I can only conclude that
animals are in general anything but a gentle environment for electronic devices.

In some applications range could be sacrificed for lower weight if very low power
oscillators were available. The present low limit for crystal-controlled oscillators is about
.05 mw and .75 g (excluding the battery). These provide about 1 km range for ground-to-
ground propagation. What is needed is a telemeter weighing .25 g and requiring say
.01 mw. A range of 300 m would be suitable. This would at least double the number of
species which could be studied. LC oscillators can be made this small but operating
ranges reported in the literature for these are typically 25 to 50 m and the problem of
identifying individuals would be more difficult if, as is done with crystal-controlled
units, frequency is used for identification.

Another area requiring development is in techniques for long-term monitoring of
physiological or environmental data from animals in their natural environment. Present
techniques can provide some kinds of information other than location. Body movements,
in moving the telemeter and its antenna, modulate the carrier. Thus it is possible to tell
whether an animal is still or moving, walking or flying and in some cases even to
differentiate between such activities as preening and feeding. Resistive transducers can
be used to control the pulse rate of simple beacon telemeters, eg., a thermistor.
Techniques are not yet readily available for the transmission of pressure, heart rate,
EKG, EEG, etc. A few quite ingenious multi-channel physiological telemetry systems
have been employed on free animals for relatively short periods of time. Unfortunately
the cost, complexity, and operational skill required have been high and it can be fairly
stated that such instrumentation is not now readily available to the average researcher.
Perhaps this must always be so for some things may inherently require effort and skill
beyond the ordinary. Yet, single-channel telemetry for many variables ought someday to
be employed with little more concern and effort than are required today for radio-
location telemetry.


